Top-Quality
Crane Equipment,
Service and Parts for
Western United States
About Inquipco

Inquipco is the premier provider of cranes in the Western United States
specializing in bare rentals, including rough terrain cranes, crawler cranes and
boom trucks. For more than 30 years, Inquipco has provided top-quality crane
equipment, service and parts.
Customer satisfaction is number one priority. The Inquipco team is dedicated
to providing excellent service and ensuring that customers’ expectations are
exceeded. Inquipco also takes pride in providing timely responses to all requests
for information and quick delivery of proposals. With Inquipco, there are no hidden costs, so invoices match quotes.

Contact
Inquipco – Las Vegas, NV
2730 North Nellis Boulevard
Las Vegas, NV 89115-4507
Phone: 702-644-1700
Toll Free: 800-598-3465
Fax: 702-644-6063
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Inquipco – San Bernardino, CA
1185 East Cooley Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Phone: 909-796-6100
Toll Free: 800-598-3465
Fax: 909-796-2531

Inquipco Bare Rentals

Inquipco maintains a fleet of cranes for short-term and long-term rental. Its
fleet includes rough terrain cranes, boom trucks and crawler cranes. Inquipco’s
rigorous maintenance program ensures that cranes are field ready. Technicians
know the wear and tear cycles for all parts and schedule replacements accordingly to avoid downtime.
Inquipco’s top priority is keeping jobs running. If an issue comes up with a
crane on a job site, Inquipco will send a technician ASAP – regardless of what
happened. In the event that on-job damage has occurred, Inquipco will advise
customers within 24 hours and provide an estimate within 48 hours.

Purchase New and Used Cranes from Inquipco
Because Inquipco constantly refreshes its fleet, it has a variety of used cranes
for sale at competitive prices. Inquipco has a rigorous maintenance program for
its equipment, so all used cranes are in top condition and come with detailed
maintenance logs.
Inquipco is also a dealer/distributor and sells new equipment from Terex/
DEMAG, Eliott and Manitex.
For both new and used equipment, Inquipco offers a rental-purchase option to
qualified buyers.

Inquipco supplies parts for cranes, boom trucks, forklifts, manlifts, scissor lifts,
compressors and welders. Its parts supply features: Terex, American, P&H, Lorain,
Genie, Ingersoll-Rand, Elliott, JLG/Gradall and more.
Inquipco’s factory-trained technicians are on call for in-house or on-site repairs.
Service is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week to keep jobs running.

Inquipco Safety Training

In addition to its rigorous maintenance and safety assessment program to
ensure that cranes are field ready, Inquipco also offers safety training. Inquipco’s
safety training is taught by instructors certified for OSHA, MSHA and outreach
training. These programs can be presented at Inquipco’s facility or at customer site.

Operated and Maintained Cranes
We recommend Mr. Crane for operated cranes and rigging solutions.
Mr. Crane maintains a specialized fleet of on-highway and crawler
cranes to support large, complex projects. For more information,
call 714-633-2100 or visit online at www.mrcrane.com.

Inquipco Service, Repair & Parts

Inquipco sells parts for cranes which can be purchased standalone or be installed
by its repair and maintenance team which has extensive experience, mechanical knowledge and craftsmanship. Its parts and service teams provide quality,
knowledge, dependability and responsiveness – available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.

The Inquipco team is dedicated to
providing excellent service and
ensuring that customers’
expectations are exceeded.

